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Industrial Processing

N-Tech Consulting is a Wisconsin-based company that focuses on eliminating technology 
challenges for their customers. Their expertise with cloud and security services gives them the 
ability to solve business-critical challenges with innovative solutions that allow companies to 
achieve their maximum potential. N-Tech Consulting helps businesses succeed in all aspects 
of technology infrastructure from architecture design, planning, implementation, upgrade 
and migration services. This provides them with a leading edge as they control every aspect of 
their technology deployments. 

N-Tech Consulting was working on a new project that required some out-of-the-box thinking.  
They were tasked with trying to solve how a client could receive digital alerts prior to an 
industrial park sending waste water to an industrial treatment facility. By receiving alerts 
beforehand, the industrial treatment facility to know how much waste water was being sent 
before it would arrive for processing. 

The challenge was that the customer in the industrial park would not allow N-Tech Consulting 
to use their on-premise internet connections due to potential security concerns, and 
N-Tech Consulting would need to provide their own internet connection for the monitoring 
equipment that would be sending the digital alerts.

They looked to Cellcom to see if a cellular device existed that could work with their equipment 
and be able to provide both the technical requirements and the cellular backhaul needed 
to function properly.  Cellcom was able to provide cellular mobile broadband solutions from 
Sierra Wireless that would meet the needs for what they were looking for.

Using the Sierra cellular mobile broadband unit with an assigned Static IP allowed N-Tech 
Consulting to establish a reliable VPN connection that would then be used to make a data calls 
s every minute. Alerts would then be received in on the SCADA (Supervisory Control and Data 
Acquisition) system at the industrial treatment facility and would tell the technicians the flow 
coming in and PH levels so the waste water can be processed accordingly. 

By receiving advanced notice automatically, implementation time was much faster, upfront 
cost were lowered, and the treatment facility could convert the waste water to renewable 
energy more efficiently. 

Cellular Equipment & Services Used:
 - Sierra Wireless Mobile Broadband Unit
 - Mobile Broadband Plan
 - Static IP
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